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What's New In?

Voodoo's NFO Viewer GTX is a handy software that can
be used to view text documents written in OEM/DOS
encoding (that typically feature ASCII art). These text
files are usually as those with non-Windows or non-
standard line breaks, control characters etc. which are not
shown properly in Notepad. The program can be used to
view and convert files in common formats such as: NFO,
CSV, TXT, HHH, QB64, BIN, Zip For example: You
might have a song and you want to find out the file's
name, where it's stored on your computer, and perhaps
read it. If you already have the file on your computer,
you might use the NFO Viewer to view its contents.
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Voodoo's NFO Viewer GTX has options to view files in
their original format, as well as for viewing plain text
only. For viewing plain text only, simply specify the
character set as "ANSI" in the menu. Voodoo's NFO
Viewer GTX was designed in order to handle
troublesome files with ease. Voodoo's NFO Viewer GTX
is a handy software that can be used to view text
documents written in OEM/DOS encoding (that typically
feature ASCII art). These text files are usually as those
with non-Windows or non-standard line breaks, control
characters etc. which are not shown properly in Notepad.
Description: Voodoo's NFO Viewer GTX is a handy
software that can be used to view text documents written
in OEM/DOS encoding (that typically feature ASCII art).
These text files are usually as those with non-Windows or
non-standard line breaks, control characters etc. which
are not shown properly in Notepad. The program can be
used to view and convert files in common formats such
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as: NFO, CSV, TXT, HHH, QB64, BIN, Zip For
example: You might have a song and you want to find out
the file's name, where it's stored on your computer, and
perhaps read it. If you already have the file on your
computer, you might use the NFO Viewer to view its
contents. Voodoo's NFO Viewer GTX has options to
view files in their original format, as well as for viewing
plain text only. For viewing plain text only, simply
specify the character set as "ANSI" in the menu.
Voodoo's NFO Viewer GTX was designed in order to
handle troublesome files with ease. Voodoo's NFO
Viewer GTX is a handy software that can be used to view
text documents written in OEM/DOS encoding (that
typically feature ASCII art). These text files are usually
as those with non-Windows or non-standard line breaks,
control characters etc. which are not shown properly in
Notepad. Description: Voodoo
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System Requirements:

- Compatibility: - RAM: 4 GB - GPU: NVIDIA 8600 -
Soundcard: Direct X 9.0 compatible sound card - Up to 7
monitors - HD-TV: 1080p - OS: Windows XP or higher
PC Settings: The best way to play Oblivion on PC is with
our setting recommendations. We tried to list the settings
that should give a good experience. Disable Glass
Window Playing with OSD off, you can save some
resources on your system. Hide HUD
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